
















































shelleyp
Sticky Note
Why was he back in his car? He shouldn't have been allowed back in his car. He could have tampered with evidence. 





shelleyp
Sticky Note
Leading the witness again. Focusing on crowd stress.





shelleyp
Sticky Note
He wasn't in car just after the event, we have video of this.

shelleyp
Sticky Note
Allowed to return to police building alone.



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Where is this interview in the released transcripts? And coached witness.





shelleyp
Sticky Note
No mention of the cigars. None.



shelleyp
Sticky Note
And here the "pussy" discussion is happening outside, not in the car struggle



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Didn't take notes, didn't write down any notes. 





shelleyp
Sticky Note
Using the witness to excuse Wilson's lack of correct recollection of shots fired







shelleyp
Sticky Note
Mouse growing left side of eye. No bruise or anything side of eye. Hit several times.











shelleyp
Sticky Note
Then it was up to the police to control the crowd not disregard important protocol. 

shelleyp
Sticky Note
But he didn't







shelleyp
Sticky Note
Transcripts



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Appallingly bad interviewing









shelleyp
Sticky Note
Point blank: he did not know about the stealing



shelleyp
Sticky Note
So no one noted that Wilson lied!?

shelleyp
Sticky Note
He did not call for help



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Yet Wilson initiated it twice that we know of -- drug arrest and video arrest









shelleyp
Sticky Note
Point blank, here again.













shelleyp
Sticky Note
stupid question





















shelleyp
Sticky Note
This was unnecessary, and in fact, inappropriate. Focus should have been on events.

















shelleyp
Sticky Note
Small pockets of people











shelleyp
Sticky Note
Than why talk to him?



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Wilson bagged his own gun, detective didn't even bother to check it out









shelleyp
Sticky Note
injuries - redness and slight swelling





shelleyp
Sticky Note
What the hell good is this detective?



shelleyp
Sticky Note
hospital photos









shelleyp
Sticky Note
And this is where the stealing is introduced -- after Wilson has had a chance to talk to lawyer, dept heads, etc. And that's why he should have stayed at scene. 









shelleyp
Sticky Note
Hitting him through the window. You don't have a lot of room for wild swinging.



shelleyp
Sticky Note
This recounting of tools is fake



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Did anyone check for Brown's fingerprints on gun?





shelleyp
Sticky Note
Here major change in story between discussion with super and the tec. 





shelleyp
Sticky Note
No witness saw Wilson radio for help



shelleyp
Sticky Note
We know it was much more than 15 feet





shelleyp
Sticky Note
Again, not like what was said to super















































































shelleyp
Sticky Note
Wilson changed again. But he also said his personal mike wasn't very good and couldn't easily hear details





shelleyp
Sticky Note
This was never mentioned in the other interviews





shelleyp
Sticky Note
How could a big huge guy swing his arms wildly through a window?

shelleyp
Sticky Note



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Calmly hands the cigars to his friend and then continues, and Wilson does nothing?



shelleyp
Sticky Note
The same unchanging word for word recounting of what to use

shelleyp
Sticky Note
This time in the car, not in the street. 



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Brown's fingerprints on the gun





shelleyp
Sticky Note
This whole byplay is fabricated.







shelleyp
Sticky Note
Blind racks gun, but supposedly still fighting Brown?



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Again, reflects attorney coaching





shelleyp
Sticky Note
Racial words









shelleyp
Sticky Note
Was this officer interviewed?



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Supervisor said he was in car



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Detective mentioned small pockets of people. Videos never showed that many people.`

shelleyp
Sticky Note
Never mentioned until later, to cover up not asking for help





shelleyp
Sticky Note
No one asked questions? Really?



















shelleyp
Sticky Note
Now it's only 8 feet apart?

shelleyp
Sticky Note
Didn't call for ambulance



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Another cop defending a cop





shelleyp
Sticky Note
Again we have the racial profiling in play



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Chief Jackson's video release, and discussing this with attorney and police lts.































shelleyp
Sticky Note
Did not mention to supervisor



















shelleyp
Sticky Note
For once a good question. If he's swinging hard, why weren't the cigars busted up in the car?









shelleyp
Sticky Note
Finger prints



shelleyp
Sticky Note
He was barely bruised. I get bruised like that on a regular basis.



























shelleyp
Sticky Note
Again the 8-10 feet away. But the evidence doesn't show that distance













shelleyp
Sticky Note
This is a direct contradiction



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Directly contradicts sargeant



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Why didn't you go, "Oh you poor baby. Can I kiss it and make it feel better."



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Now the neighborhood is on trial



shelleyp
Sticky Note
If he felt Brown was strong enough to kill him on next punch, why did he feel OK with driving himself back to police station?













































shelleyp
Sticky Note
Uh, what part of "running car and getting away" didn't he understand



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Hadn't figured out the story for this one yet I can see





shelleyp
Sticky Note
Blindly shooting--now that's NOT police procedure







shelleyp
Sticky Note
But you're terrified for your life









shelleyp
Sticky Note
But he could drive?



















shelleyp
Sticky Note
Recency effect -- bitch why didn't you just tell the GJ at that time, let this good boy go



shelleyp
Sticky Note
Stupidest explanation I've ever heard. Police wait all the time for backup before chasing a suspect














